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INTRODUCTION

Governments recognized that a sustainable future requires solving new problems of a rapidly
changing world in an innovative and interdisciplinary way. The importance to prepare learners
for innovative thinking is for example expressed in educational goals (OECD Education 2030; UN
2030 Global Goals for Sustainable Development (SDGs), 2018).

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) education first came about
through development in the field of education, which realized that not only content, but higher
order thinking is needed (De Boer, 1991; Sanders et al., 2011). Further, global evolution in education
took place, and pedagogies emerged to engage all students in STEM fields. Art was added and
thought to engage students, foster inclusive and gender equal classrooms, and therefore helping
to achieve success and promote critical and creative thinking of all students (Bae et al., 2014; Harris
and de Bruin, 2017). This resulted in an integration of the creative arts within the scientific and
technical disciplines, STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Mathematics).

However, questions can be raised how and if educational goals are achieved. For example, today’s
classrooms are increasingly multicultural, requiring an understanding of cultural differences in
teaching practices as part of intercultural competence of teachers (e.g., Wursten and Jacobs, 2013;
Thapa, 2020). Moreover, although there is an increase in empirical studies (for an overview, see
Saptono and Hidayah, 2020), many reasoning processes of STEM education, particularly those
pertaining to scientific creative reasoning, are still not well understood (Sternberg et al., 2020).
Some studies find social (de Vries and Lubart, 2017) or cross-cultural aspects related to scientific
creative cognition (De Vries, 2018). These results indicate that there might be cultural factors
related to STEAM teaching as well, which are unknown today. Research studies on STEAM
education are largely qualitative (e.g., Barlex and Pitt, 2000; Keys and Bryan, 2001), and integration
of findings from empirical research with qualitative research on teaching practices is rare.

Overall, there is a gap within the STEAM framework as to how social and cultural aspects
of scientific creativity actually underlie creative cognition. As a result, teaching practices are not
culturally adapted to foster creative cognition. The challenge is therefore to optimally integrate arts
in STEAM education, to reach educational goals.

One field of particular interest to explore STEAM education is the domain of space. The
space industry evolved through international collaboration, interdisciplinarity, and innovative
thinking. Many recognize the attraction that space has on learners. According to motivation
theory, students are most creative when they are intrinsically motivated through interest,
enjoyment, satisfaction, and challenge of the work itself (Amabile, 1996; Amabile and Fisher,
2000; Hennessey et al., 2015). Intrinsic motivation is related to deep learning as well
(Vansteenkiste et al., 2006). Thus, the interest inducing, and imaginative domain of space
represents an appropriate context to foster the creative aspect of STEAM education (see Annex 1).
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Since 1999, the World Space Week (United Nations for Outer
Space Affairs) encourages STEAM education. Other examples
are “The Space for STEAM” working group of the International
Astronautical Association (IAA). A Team Project at the
International Space University, 2012; Boy, 2013) mentioned that
space-related content is excellent for STEAM education because
it (1) inspires and motivates creativity, (2) is interdisciplinary,
(3) appeals to both genders and promotes equality, (4) promotes
international and cross-cultural cooperation, and (5) strives for a
common and thriving future.

In the following paragraphs I address creative scientific
cognition within the STEAM framework. Then, I elaborate on
social and cultural aspects of scientific creativity and propose
future research directions to inform teaching of STEAM.
Throughout the paper I underscore the unique role of Space to
foster STEAM education.

CREATIVITY AND STEAM: CREATIVE

SCIENTIFIC COGNITION

There are many domains of creativity, and maybe most relevant
in the arts and sciences (Kaufman and Baer, 2006). Science is a
creative field of work, including when students find and solve
scientific problems (Sternberg et al., 2020). Scientific creativity
can be defined as any thought or behavior in science that is both
novel and useful (e.g., Feist, 2011; Cropley, 2015; De Vries, 2018).

Within the multivariate approach to creativity, it is thought
that different factors are involved in creative performance, such
as knowledge, cognitive style, motivation, emotions, personality,
and environment (e.g., culture and context) (Sternberg and
Lubart, 1995). There are multiple approaches to investigate
creativity, such as with neuroscience to discover mechanisms
underlying cognition (e.g., Benedek and Fink, 2019; Khalil et al.,
2019), psychological research (e.g., De Vries, 2018), and also
qualitative approaches (e.g., Moran et al., 2003).

Kaufman and Beghetto (2009) discern different levels
of creative expression: eminent creativity (C- creativity),
professional-level expertise (Pro-c), everyday creativity (little-
c) and personal creative expression as inherent in the learning
process (mini-c). Within the educational field, and STEAM
framework, the focus is on mini-c and how the cognitive
process of students is related to the contextual factor of the
educational environment.

Since Guilford’s renowned presentation at APA on creativity
1950, specifying the divergent and convergent process of
creativity, many more processes of creativity have been analyzed
(e.g., Sawyer, 2011). Interestingly, for scientific creativity, the
two-step process is often maintained as in the divergent
exploratory and convergent integrative “Dual Search Model”
model of Klahr and Dunbar (1988). However, all activities of
science from hypothesis formation, testing, evaluating results,
to writing results, are related to creativity. Today there are
only few tests to assess creative scientific thinking of younger
students, such as the Scientific Ability Test (C-SAT) (Ayas and
Sak, 2014), and the Evaluation of Potential Creativity (EPoC)
battery (Lubart et al., 2013).

There are cognitive skills which are particularly relevant
for scientific creativity. Examples are the use of metaphors
and analogies, which serve homospatial thinking, and janusian
thinking, which represents more spatial and simultaneous
cognition of two opposite thoughts. Other examples of cognitions
are linear and non-linear thinking, sepconic articulation
processes, associations, dialectical synthesis, and synthesis of
ideas and bi-sociation (e.g., Koestler, 1964; Tweney, 1996; Groves
et al., 2008; Feist, 2011; Rothenberg, 2011).

Thus, we might ask how does the integration of art in STEAM
relate to underlying cognitive processes? Authors such as Kim
et al. (2012), and Miller and Knezek (2013) argue that even today
there is a lack of conceptualization of STEAM, in that it consists
of simply “adding the arts.” From a pedagogical perspective, art
in STEAM relates to different concepts, such as plural “arts” to
mean the liberal arts, whereas the singular “art” refers to visual,
musical, and performance art, and mathematics. Delaney (2014)
specifies that the ultimate goal of this model is to explore and
articulate criteria of STEAM-based practices, such as problem-
based delivery, discipline integration, problem-solving skills,
instructional approaches, assessment practices, and equitable
participation. A second question could therefore be, do teacher
practices sufficiently aim at fostering creative cognitive processes?

Yakman (2008) defines the arts as going beyond aesthetics
and includes the liberal arts relating the subjects through
interdisciplinary approaches. Her well-known “STEAM
Framework for Education Across the Disciplines,” implies
higher-level synthesis producing holistic, integrative knowledge,
and includes “key elements” of arts pertaining to the different
STEM disciplines. The STEAM framework is not clear on how
‘key elements” of arts relate to higher level synthesis in scientific
thinking across disciplines. As a consequence, the framework
does not address creative, social, or cultural aspects involved in
higher synthesis. I propose that research on scientific creativity
can fill this gap and foster STEAM education.

A more granular facet of cognition involved in scientific
creativity, is the analysis of conceptual combinations (Ward
et al., 2002). This is related to the research field of conceptual
change (Carey, 2009; Vosniadou, 2009). Knowledge acquisition
in science is also related to this domain. It is thought that science
learning involves either a gradual addition, elimination, and
organization of concepts, or a revolutionary process, where one
theory of conceptual understanding is replaced with another.

Creative scientific cognition represents at the core where the
STEAM framework fosters creative thinking in STEM through
the arts. The interdisciplinary teaching moreover enhances
scientific creative thinking, as it for example promotes the
synthesis and integration of previously unconnected concepts.

Scientific creativity is also fostered by broadening boundaries
of scientific concepts. Mentions that there is a social aspect
involved in the breaking down, and creation and reformulation
of boundaries. Consider a remark of Russian cosmonaut Sergey
Ryazanskiy (2020): “Before my flight I realized there were many
borders and boundaries we created in ourselves and in our
lives. . .After working from our planet of above you understand that
there are no visible borders, all these borders and boundaries we
create ourselves in our mind. If we understand this, we will be able
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to do much more than we ever can imagine.” This example of the
experience of space indicates that social and cultural aspects of
the space endeavor are related to broadening of concepts, and
therefore creative cognition.

In summary, the “key elements” of the integration of arts in
the STEAM framework pertain to creative cognition and its social
and cultural aspects. I now turn to these social and cultural factors
to elaborate on how they relate to creative scientific cognition.

SCIENTIFIC CREATIVITY: SOCIAL AND

CULTURAL FACTORS

The domain of space is an intercultural and international
endeavor that concerns all sciences and represents therefore a
suitable domain, to explore cultural factors related to STEAMand
scientific creative cognition.

The research domain of cultural differences in creativity
is growing (Lubart et al., 2019). Most research on cultural
differences of creativity compare levels of creativity for adult
populations, such as for divergence and convergence (Cheung
et al., 2016), or the influence of multicultural experience.
Kharkhurin (2012) for example found that multiculturalism and
multilingualism were related to enhanced creative potential. He
theorized that the encounter with other cultures enhances flexible
thought. Leung et al. (2008) showed that for adults, multi-
cultural experience relates to cognitive processes supporting
creativity through the use of unconventional knowledge and
ideas of unfamiliar. Other explanations are that encountering
others culture causes the expansion of ideas, such that retrieving
concepts of two or more cultures and integrating them causes
new insights (Wan and Chiu, 2002). Simonton (2000) related bi-
or multiculturalism to cognitive processes of “novel conceptual
combinations,” resulting in creative conceptual expansion.

However, other findings indicate that the relation between
culture and creativity is more complex. Empirical research
on first year college students (de Vries et al., 2015) found
that multicultural experience could also impede creativity for
students with specific cultural backgrounds, contrary to the
general findings. Other studies (de Vries and Lubart, 2017)
with younger students, also found that students with immigrant
cultural backgrounds had a reduced capacity of synthesizing
and integration of concepts for scientific creativity, which
impeded creativity. These findings underscore the importance of
understanding cultural factors of STEAM education.

The “Cultural Actuation Model” (De Vries, 2018), is based
on a study with young students (ages 9 and 10) from India,
Russia, and Europe. Different cultural environments are more or
less conducive to kinds of creativity. In this model, the attitude
of “Tolerance of Ambiguity and Uncertainty”(TA) (Frenkel-
Brunswik, 1949) and the cultural value of ‘Power distance”(PD)
(Hofstede, 2011), were related to students producing ideas based
on observable, “surface” features, “process” oriented features,
or ideas based on abstract, or “core” features. Ideas based
on observable features, mostly related to low-TA and high-
PD environments, were found to be less creative than ideas
containing “process” and “core” features.

The particularity of this research model is that it focussed on
cultural differences of features or patterns, instead of levels of
creativity. It is also in line with a “warming trend” of conceptual
change research, away from “cold conceptual change.” This
means that there is a growing focus on social, motivational,
contextual, affective factors, and background knowledge of
learners (Vosniadou, 2009).

Overall, more research is needed to understand and confirm
the role of social and cultural factors on scientific creativity.
Future studies could also focus on different stages during
development in relation with the impact of social and cultural
factors. Cross-cultural research could focussing on culturally
varying patterns of creative productions and scientific creative
cognition. It is possible that adding different cultures will reveal
unknown aspects.

Teaching practices are also related to social and cultural
factors. This raises the question what practices foster or maybe
impede scientific creative cognition. This is discussed in the
following paragraph.

TEACHING FOR STEAM: CULTURAL

PRACTICES AND CREATIVE SCIENTIFIC

COGNITION

Despite interest from governments and the educational
environment for STEAM education (Henriksen, 2014), less is
known about cultural differences in teacher practices, or how
STEAM is implemented in different cultures. Teachers practices,
while using the same educational tool, can differ, and this could
be critical. Studies exploring how cultural differences influence
teaching for STEAM is an emerging field (Yakman and Lee,
2012). Effects of teacher’s roles and practices in general on
learning outcomes, however, are not well known.

In contrast to this gap in research, teacher’s intercultural
competence is becoming more important because of today’s
increasingly multicultural classrooms. Culturally sensitive
teaching mostly focusses on topics such as language choice,
religion equality, or culture courses for students (Rengi and
Polat, 2019). There is a focus on intercultural sensitivity as an
orientation which can for example be ethnocentric, transitional,
or ethno-relative (Kuusisto et al., 2015). Others again address
the gap in relationships between teachers and culturally diverse
students and as a lack of care (Thapa, 2020).

The question can be asked if certain teacher practices are
better suited to foster creative cognition. In their annual report,
“The World Economic Forum” found that a “copy and paste”
method of implementing best teaching practices across cultures
was not possible. This was measured according to a ranking of
learned cognitive skills of different countries [(Learning Curve
Data Bank (LCDB), 0000)]. Wursten and Jacobs (2013) suggest
that the problem is the unknown link of what happens between
measurable “inputs” (funds, years of schooling, teacher-student
ratio’s, etc.) and “outputs” as learned outcomes, and therefore
could be compared to a “black box.” The authors propose that the
“input” of cultural context needs to be analyzed and that teacher’s
practices should be adapted to cultural contexts. Cultural values
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are deeply embedded and entangled with social and educational
policies. For example “right” behavior of a student in one
culture, could be “wrong” behavior in another. They summarize
examples of implications of attitudes according to cultural values
of teachers, and students.

To gain insight into the “black box,” future research could
therefore focus on culturally different teacher practices, and
student and teacher attitudes, related to value dimensions. The
next step would then be to measure learning outcomes of specific
aspects of scientific creative cognition. The relation of the teacher
practices and learning outcomes will reveal how to foster best
scientific creative processes.

To demonstrate the creativity challenge of this paper,
Annex 2 shows an illustrative example (De Vries, 2018)
which differentiates student and teacher attitudes and practices
according to TA and the PD value dimension, and from culture
and creativity literature (Hofstede, 2001; Sawyer, 2011). Possible
related learning outcomes of creative cognition are mentioned,
based on results of the previously mentioned study. In this way,
research could relate teacher practices to learning outcomes, by
integrating qualitative analysis of teacher and student attitudes
and teacher practices, as well as quantitative measurement of
creative scientific cognition.

In sum, we need to understand how cultural differences in
teacher practices fosters different aspects of creative cognition.
Future directions of research could (1) investigate further
social and cultural effects of creative cognition, (2) analyze
cultural differences of classroom organizations, to understand
how constellations of cultural values “work out” in classroom
practices, and (3) assess how practices are related to differences
in learned outcomes of scientific creative cognition.

Finally, other “layers” of culture such as gender, and socio-
economic backgrounds should also be addressed. Space fits
this new direction of research because of the international
collaboration in this domain, which offers possibilities for
international collaboration on cross-cultural STEAM education,
as well as opportunities to exchange teacher practices. The
ultimate challenge is that all students, regardless of their cultural
backgrounds, can fully develop their scientific creative cognition.

CONCLUSION

It was argued that a new challenge in education of “Space for
STEAM” is a greater understanding of how cultural differences
of teaching practices impact learning outcomes of scientific
creative cognition. This is closely related to gaining an in-
depth knowledge on social and cultural factors of creative
cognition itself.

By broadening the STEAM education framework by
integrating the empirical domain of scientific creativity, the
Arts component is no longer “simply added,” but forms an
essential part to increase scientific creative cognition and
innovative thinking.

Practical implications are for example that teacher’s STEAM
education could target specific scientific creative cognitive
processes. Another example is that results can inform STEAM
teacher curricula, and training, to enhance intercultural teaching
competence of teachers, specifically for cultural differences in
practices as related to creative cognitive learning outcomes.
This could result in fostering higher levels of scientific creative
cognition of students of all cultures. It could be that certain
teacher practices foster certain aspects of creative cognition
more than others. If these are known, intercultural exchange
can improve teaching. If these practices remain undiscovered
however, a “harmonizing” of teacher practices for example
by “copy and pasting” them, could risk reducing, instead of
enhancing, learning outcomes.

Although there is emerging knowledge on cultural differences
in teaching practices of STEAM, as well as on cultural factors of
scientific creative cognition, more research is needed to predict
further implications for optimal STEAM education.

The need for innovative scientific thinking makes it inevitable
to take up this challenge in the foreseeable future. The naturally
innovative, intercultural collaborative, and interdisciplinary
aspects of the space domain, are as crucial for problem
solution finding and sustainability in outer space as on
planet earth.
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